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First Nations day celebrated at UND
Sean Cleary
The Dakota Student
UND American Indian Student Services (AISS) and the North
Star Council hosted a celebration
of First Nations Day last Thursday
at the American Indian Center on
UND’s campus.
The event gave UND American Indian students, faculty and
staff an opportunity to share their
experiences with the UND community as well as to celebrate the
diversity and contributions American Indians give to North Dakota.
Similar celebrations were held
across the state.
Governor Jack Dalrymple issued a proclamation this year declaring Oct. 9, 2015, to be First
Nations Day and the month of
November to be Native American
Heritage Month. The first portion
of the proclamation states, “First
Nations Day recognizes North Dakota’s indigenous peoples and their
unique role in shaping the history
and culture of this state, as well as
the history and culture of this nation.”
Dr. Leigh Jeanotte, director of
Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student

UND student Andrea Kelsch spoke at the First Nations Day program last week at UND’s American Indian Center.
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College of Engineering and Mines hosts
dean’s tour of renovation
Journey Gontjes
The Dakota Student

On Friday Oct. 9, the College of Engineering and Mines
hosted a Dean’s Tour of the new
renovations inside the building. A small crowd of students,
alumni and faculty gathered in
the hallway outside of the new
student study space on the second floor of Upson II Hall for
the tour.
Various renovations have
been made in the Upson II engineering building Hall, including a new study room, improved
laboratories and classrooms and
expanded computer labs.
To begin the ceremony,
UND President Robert Kelly officially dedicated the new study
space by cutting the green UND
ribbon that was held across its
entrance by current students.
The new study space is dedicated to the seniors who won’t be
able to utilize the new Colaberative Energy Complex when it’s
completed, which is currently
undergoing construction not far

DS

inside

from Upson II.
President Kelly spoke to the
audience regarding the construction and renovating in the engineering department, saying,
“We are not just doing this because it’s fun for us, we have a responsibility to reach out past the
University of North Dakota to
the state and even the country.”
Dr. Hesham El-Rewini, the
dean of the College of Engineering and Mines, led the grand
tour, starting with the various
laboratory improvements.
The mechanical engineering
lab featured new “clean room”
capabilities to minimize the effects of engineering on the environment. Upon entering, ElRewini addressed the condition
of the lab six months before
the renovation, jokingly saying it was a “dark and spooky
place that you don’t want to be.”
However, there are now significant improvements in the lab.
The lab for the biomedical engineering department also
obtained new equipment, in-

cluding an innovative sleep lab
for studies on sleep apnea. The
new lab will also be used in collaboration with UND’s medical
school and aerospace programs.
Previously, the classrooms in
Upson II brought students into
a traditional classroom environment with rows of desks and a
chalkboard. However, after the
renovations, it is now considered
an active learning classroom.
Students will now be able to
utilize an open learning environment.
One of the goals was to encourage group collaboration
among students in class, so instead of rows of desks, the classroom now features tables in a
small group setting. This layout
helps the faculty members reach
students more easily if they have
questions or need assistance.
The chemical engineering
lab, originally filled with equipment from the 1950s, underwent many changes to bring the
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Kelley and El-Rewini participate in the ribbon cutting ceremony.
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EVENT Cultural Cooking - 7 to 8 p.m. at the Culinary Corner in the Wellness Center. This
class will provide cooking instructions on how to make dishes from across the globe.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2015

EVENT Budget 101- 9 a.m. and noon - The University Senate Budget Committee will hold
a briefing to introduce faculty, staff and students to the new budget model that is being
introduced at the University.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2015

MOVIE - Multicultural Student Services is hosting a film screening of “Latinos: The Changing Face of Washington” at 5 p.m. in the Memorial Union Era Bell Thompson Multicultural Center

Tell us what is happening on campus
Submit information via email to
dakotastudentmedia@gmail.com

> The Dakota Student reserves
the copyright privilege for all
stories written and published by
the staff. Permission must be
given by the Editor to reprint any
article, cartoon, photograph or
part thereof.
> The Dakota Student is a
student-operated newspaper
published by the University of
North Dakota.
> Opinions expressed in this
publication are not necessarily
those of UND or the administration, faculty, staff or student
body of UND.
> The Dakota Student is published every Tuesday and Friday
during the academic year except
during holidays, vacation breaks
and exam periods.
> The Dakota Student is printed
at Morgan Printing in Grafton,
N.D., on FFC Certiﬁed paper
using soy-based inks.
> The Dakota Student welcomes
feedback regarding articles and
photographs, and prints corrections for articles containing
factual errors.

All staff members
can be contacted
at their email
addresses, at
701.777.2678 or in
Memorial Union
room 8. Mail can
be sent to 2901
University Ave.,
Grand Forks, ND
58203
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lab up to date with current
technology.
The old computer lab had
originally consisted of only 16
computers, but now computers
fill the entire room. Dr. Brian
Tande, an associate professor and
chairman of the chemical engineering department, said the new
computer labs and study areas of
the department promote a family
atmosphere for the student in between classes.
The final segment on the
dean’s tour was the ongoing construction of the Collaborative
Energy Complex. The building
will feature brand new classrooms
and labs, as well as a student success center that all UND students
can utilize. Progress on the project was reported to be steady.
Many students and faculty
have heard the noises of the construction process during the day,
but final completion of the project will be a major contribute to
campus. When asked what his
favorite renovation is, El-Rewini
said that he does not have one
specific favorite part. “As long as
the students can have a great experience using the new resources
and the new building, then I am
happy,” El-Rewini said.
The Collaborative Energy
Complex is projected to be completed by summer of 2016.
Journey Gontjes is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. She can
be reached at journey.gontjes@
my.und.edu
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the AISS and member of the Turtle
Mountain Band of Chippewa, welcomed the attendees to the event and
introduced UND President Robert
Kelley to address the audience.
“This is a special day for all of us
here at the UND, it’s a special day for
AISS, it’s a special day to celebrate our
wonderful diversity in our human
population,” Kelley said. Kelley went
on to thank the faculty and staff of
AISS for their support and hard work
during his tenure as president of the
university.
Dr. Linda Neuerberg, Assistant
Director of AISS and member of
White Earth Nation, presented a
“Friends of American Indian Student
Services” award to First Lady Marcia
Kelley, President Kelley’s wife, in honor of her service to the American Indian community at UND. President
Kelley accepted the award on behalf
of his wife, as she was unable to attend
the event.
Also receiving the “Friends of
American Indian Student Services”
awards were Patricia Bohnet, the executive assistant to President Kelley,
and the Senior Human Resources
Manager at UND Joy Johnson
Wind Spirit Spotted Bear, a
member of the Three Affiliated
Tribes, performed a welcome song
that was originally written by her
brother, Cory Spotted Bear.
Following Spotted Bear’s performance, executive director of the
North Star Council Amber Finley
spoke on the work done by the council and other American Indian groups
throughout the state.

NEWS
“We decided that our mission
would be to empower indeginous
people through research, education
and outreach, and that’s exactly what
we do,” Finley said. “That’s kind of
what First Nations day is all about; it’s
recognizing all the contributions that
Native people, especially here in the
state of North Dakota, what we have
contributed to this state and what we
continue to contribute.”
Finley also spoke on the diversity
among the American Indian population in North Dakota, which includes
five different nations.
“We are not just one particular
tribe, so lot of people don’t really understand that. We all come with our
own separate languages, we have our
own ceremonies, we have our own
way of doing things,” Finley said.
Lane Page, a junior at UND and
a member of the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa, performed a song
on the flute that he had written when
he first started playing. “I understand
that with my musical background, I
am able to give somewhat of a voice,
if you will, in order to speak what I
think my heritage means to me.”
The program then consisted of
several UND students who gave brief
presentations on their experiences at
UND. Curtis Long Time Sleeping,
who is a communications major at
UND and a member the Blackfeet
nation, spoke about his future career
aspirations, saying, “It’s my hope to
one day develop ad campaigns to
combat Native American stereotypes
that exist in the media today because
we are one of the underrepresented
groups.”
Siblings Michael and Andrea Kelsch, sophomores at UND and mem-
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UND student Lane Page performs a song he wrote on the flute.

bers of the Three Affiliated Tribes,
spoke together after Long Time Sleeping. Michael, a political science major,
spoke about how his uncle inspired
him to be better man and preserve
their culture. Andrea, who is studying medical labrotory sciences and
pre-medical studies at UND, told the
audience about the challenges American Indian communities face during
heath research that she learned about
during her summer internship.
Senior Gavin Nadeau, who is
studying history and Indian studies
and has worked at AISS for the past
year, spoke on his research as a McNair scholar at UND.
“So last year I picked Native
Americam women and the Great

Lakes area fur trade and as presented
it at the Northern Great Plains History Conference last week,” said
Nadeau .
After graduating, he plans to his
PhD in History with an emphasis in
Indian studies and return to teach on
the Turtle Mountain Reservation.
The program concluded with
Neuerburg reading a American Indian folk story called “The Spirit Lake
Sea Monster,” and following the program the attendees enjoyed a traditional American Indian meal of wild
rice soup and “bannock,” which is a
type of bread.
Sean Cleary is the news editor for
The Dakota Student. He can
be reached at sean.d.cleary@
my.und.edu

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! FARGODOME
All Seats Reserved / Doors at 6 pm / Show at 7 pm

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE FARGODOME BOX OFFICE,
ONLINE AT INFORUMTIX.COM OR CHARGE-BY-PHONE AT 855.694.6367
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Gerrymandering is unfair

Photo courtesy of davidostewart.com
Woodrow Wilson, the 28th president of the U.S., posing for a photo.

Logan Longtin
CONTRIBUTOR
The idea of democracy, “government of the people, by the
people, for the people” as Abraham Lincoln described, has always been a cornerstone of the
United States.
Woodrow Wilson stated in a
speech to Congress “…we shall
fight for the things which we
have always carried nearest our
hearts — for democracy, for the
right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in their
own governments.”
Wilson was seeking a declaration of war against Germany
during World War I. Now, I
wouldn’t want to argue with Wilson (even if he was a pretty big
white supremacist) but, instead
of attempting to spread democracy overseas, it would be more
beneficial for our country if a
more concerted effort were made
to resolve issues within our own
electoral system.
A serious problem that affects the way that Americans vote
for their representatives on both
state and national levels is a practice known as gerrymandering.
Gerrymandering is to “manipulate the boundaries (of an
electoral constituency) so as to
favor one party or class,” according to dictionaryreference.com
Every member in the House
of Representatives represents
a single congressional district
within their state, the boundaries
of which are determined by the
legislators themselves.
On the national level, it is
required that each district be
contiguous and represent approximately 700,000 people, but
it is up to the discretion of the
representatives to determine how
those people will be divided and
represented.
In practice, this allows
whichever party is in power the

We shall fight for the
things which we have
always carried
nearest our hearts
— for democracy,
for the right of those
who submit to
authority to have a
voice in their own
governments.
Woodrow Wilson
28th president
ability to select their voters,
strengthen their chance of reelection, and diminish the control of
the opposing party. For example,
if the Republican Party finds
themselves with the support of
only a minority of the voters in
a state, but they have control of
the redistricting process, they
can gerrymander their districts
accordingly.
The Republicans can spread
Democratic voters so thin between districts that Republican
voters may still count as a majority in most districts and ,therefore, Republicans will have more
seats in the House, even if there
are technically more Democratic
voters in the state. This is a strategy referred to as “cracking.”
Another tactic could be for
the Republican Party to group
all of the Democratic voters into
several districts that would be
“unwinnable” for the Republicans, therefore eliminating any
competition all together but still
maintaining a rigid majority of
seats in the house, in a strategy
known as “packing.”
The House of Representatives was intended by the Framers of the Constitution to be responsive to the will of the people

and quick to change, which is
why representatives only serve
two-year terms.
But gerrymandering has hindered the flexibility of the House
and the need for cooperation
among representatives. According to fairvote.org, the number
of competitive “swing” districts
in the United States (districts
with a mixed population of voters that require representatives to
compromise across party lines to
satisfy their electorate), has decreased from 121 districts to 47
districts between 1998 and 2012.
The only competitors that
incumbent representatives have
to fear are members of their own
party who may be more radical
than they are. This increasingly
partisan set up, where cooperation is discouraged and competition is negligible, has led to
things such as the recent government shutdown of 2013 and
continued gridlock in the legislative branch.
Several states such as California, Washington, Idaho, Arizona and New Jersey have added
amendments to their state constitutions that establish non-partisan committees that are responsible for the redistricting process.
Such an initiative could
be proposed in North Dakota
through a petition, but since
North Dakota is only a single
district state, such a law would
only affect the state legislature. It
would be almost impossible for
national reform to occur without serious efforts, because a vast
majority of the House of Representatives is gerrymandered.
The most feasible way to begin this critical reform would be
to start at the state level. Maybe
then more people will get to have
a voice in their own government,
as Wilson advocated long before
our parents were born.

Nicknames

Alex Bertsch- Recently, I have heard a lot of
negativity about the Sundogs nickname. People have
treated it like it is a joke, however what more is a nickname than a joke. The best nicknames all began as jokes
and ballooned into statements of pride from there, and
those that try to be founded in pride, come off as flat
and boring.
As an example, just look at the nicknames of some
other schools with memorable nicknames, names like
the Rainbow Warriors of the University of Hawaii, or
the University of Delaware’s Fightin’ Blue Hens. When
the University of Akron formed a committee to choose
a nickname and a mascot they decided on the Zips,
named after their mascot Zippy the Kangaroo.
Even the Fighting Sioux nickname started out as a
joke with the Sammy Sioux logo. Nicknames are a joke,
and rather than pick something bland and boring like
Fighting Hawks, I’d rather have something interesting
to throw my support behind.
Nick Sallen- Of the final nicknames options that
we could vote on, Sundogs was not only the most original, but also the most creative. The Roughriders and
North Stars have been used by high schools or an NHL
team. The other final options are generic and unimaginative. Voting for the Sundogs is the least repulsive
nickname. At the end of the day, it doesn’t matter to me
what the nickname is. It won’t affect my level of pride
surrounding UND. I’m just happy all this nonsense is
going to end soon.
Alex Stadnik- I chose Fighting Hawks because I
thought it was the best choice given to us. Obviously,
UND is going to stray away from any Native American imagery, but I think if handled right, the Fighting
Hawks could be a logo that fans and I can get behind.
I considered a corgi in a sun hat or bringing back a beloved Minnesota hockey team, but at the end of the day,
Fighting Hawks seemed like the right way to go.
Sean Cleary- None of the new nickname choices
appealed to me in any special way. That being said, I
still felt compelled to choose one of the options. I voted
for the Fighting Hawks because I thought it sounded
the best; there wasn’t much deep thought behind the
choice. Any of the nickname options other than the Nodaks would be fine by me.
Nick Nelson- I grew up as a Sioux fan and I often
catch myself referring to UND athletic teams as “the
Sioux” because of the strong history with the university
and the Grand Forks community. I’m proud of my time
at UND. With that, it is long overdue that the “Sioux”
era at UND will finally be put to rest with a transition
to a new nickname. In the area, the legacy of the Minnesota North Stars has lasted far beyond their transition
to becoming the Dallas Stars. Given the exceptional
caliber of student athletes at this university, I feel it is
fitting that UND take up the mantle of the North Stars.
Editorial Board
Alex Bertsch

Editor-in-Chief

Sean Cleary

News Editor

Nick Sallen

Opinion Editor

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of
ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will not
be edited for content reasons, except in cases of criminal or
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit
or reject columns or letters for various reasons. The ideas expressed in columns and letters reflect the views of the writer
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the staff of
the Dakota Student.

Letter Policy
The Dakota Student encourages readers to express their
opinions on the editorial pages. Letters to the editor are
published based on merit, general interest, timeliness and
content. All letters must be limited to 250 words.
> Letters may be mailed to 2901 University Ave. Stop 8385,
Grand Forks, N.D. 58202-8385 or dropped off at room 8,
Memorial Union.
> Letters must be typed and must include the author’s
name, major or profession and telephone number.
> All letters will be edited to fit the allocated space. Writer
may be limited to one letter per month.
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Saving more than just breasts
Becca Devine
The Dakota Student
October is more than just
the month of Halloween. It’s also
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
You can go to many stores and
browse for products such as pink
spatulas, candles, water bottles,
clothing and a variety of other
items.
However, are some of the
campaigns promoting breast cancer awareness really focusing on
the survivors and their battles?
What if I were to say that breast
cancer is being sexualized?
It sounds outrageous, but
when you look at some of the
merchandise being sold to promote awareness it doesn’t seem as
ridiculous as you would think.
The Third Wave is a student
organization on campus that
talks about feminist issues that
are relevant in today’s society. At
the meeting, we discussed breast
cancer awareness and shirt slogans
for a campaign I didn’t even know
existed.
Rue 21 is a clothing store
in Grand Forks that is selling
shirts and socks to raise awareness. However, their main slogan
is “save second base” and “don’t
let cancer steal second base.” I
have multiple issues with this
slogan because it has an underlying meaning and draws attention
to mostly male customers. It is a
good marketing strategy, but for
the wrong reasons.
Why does this campaign focus on the sexual appeal of breasts

The pink ribbon is synonymous with breast cancer awareness. 			

and how some men benefit from
them rather than the survivor’s
trauma? Why do we hear so
much about saving breasts when
the women’s lives and health are
much more important?
We tend to forget about the
survivors who dealt with cancer
and instead focus on selling products that are based on how breasts
are sexualized. What if that woman can’t save her tatas or “second
base?” Some women get mastectomies or double mastectomies
because the cancer spreads and
they have no other option.
Removing the breasts can save

a woman’s life, so why don’t we
focus on her life instead of the

Buying something
pink makes you feel
like you’re helping a
cause, but in reality
some of these
slogans are
damaging.
Becca Devine
staff writer

Photo courtesy of huffpost.com

survival of her breasts? As the
niece of a breast cancer victim,
it is hard to see these shirts being
sold because the people who can’t
share their survivor stories are
more than just second base; they
are mothers, daughters, nieces,
cousins, best friends and human
beings.
Focus on them and not how
their breasts are sadly lost eye
candy. I’m sure the people buying these shirts are not thinking
about some of these things. Buying something pink makes you
feel like you’re helping a cause,
but in reality some of these slo-

gans are damaging.
Some people may disagree
with not buying these shirts because they believe they are supporting a cause by purchasing
them. However, if you are thinking about buying one, I would
strongly encourage that you use
that twenty dollars and donate to
an organization that actually uses
the money for cancer research and
helps fighters and survivors feel
validated.
Becca Devine is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
rebecca.devine@my.und.edu

Sucking it up limits our freedom of expression
Amina Chinnell
The Dakota Student

When I walk around campus
I tend to people watch. I don’t do
it for any particular reason, but
at times it can be super refreshing. When I look around and see
the differences in culture, gender
and color, I am relieved that together all of us make up UND.
Sometimes I ponder on
things that aren’t always visible
from the outside. What do people carry? Where do they come
from? And what is their story?
It seems to be common
knowledge that every student
comes with their own invisible
“baggage.” The reality is that life
often throws us curveballs. Some
life events we can’t always make
sense of.
I don’t say this as a way to
suggest that life can’t be fun, or
that there aren’t good experiences out there. I just mean life has
a way of happening, and it demands we often go with the flow
of what it carries.
Today, I heard some students
suggesting that when a student
or a person is going through
something that they should just
“suck it up.”
I couldn’t help but be confused by their comments and
their lack of understanding.

We should be
allowed to express
our stories, freedoms
and insights openly

Amina Chinnell-Mateen
staff writer

Sucking it up causes us to bottle our emotions.

Some of the students I’ve talked
to here at UND have expressed
that in their educational careers
there are often things that come
up. Rather it is things that happen at home, or in their relationships, or at their jobs, the reality
is things happen.
The stories and situations we
face outside our “student identities” are very real experiences.
I believe they don’t deserve
any less to be spoken about, or

Photo courtesy of wordpress.com

recognized as experiences that
matter.
To say that one should just
“suck it up” on what they are going through limits the freedom
of expression that we as students
have.
I think we all should have
a support system in place that
allows this freedom to be expressed. But sometimes we can’t
or don’t have the resources in
place to express our feelings with

others.
I encourage students to remember the faces or the people
you see walking around campus
as more than just your peers.
They are people who have goals,
desires and feelings that are
worth paying attention to.
While I may not know everyone I come into contact with I do
make it my goal to be thoughtful
of the people around me.
Perhaps this is a hard

challenge.
It
may
seem
impossible to understand and
put into practice. But I think
that it is central to understand
we are more than just students.
We should be allowed to express
our stories, freedoms and insights openly.
You are worth it. I encourage
you to remember you should be
able to carry your story openly
without the fear of condemnation from others words. Be who
you are. And share that with
others. I believe it is the kind
of communication UND was
founded on.

Amina Chinell-Mateen is a staff
writer for The Dakota student.
She can be reached at
aminakins101@gmail.com
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Ben Caplan to play for first time in Grand Forks
Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student
The Empire Arts Center is
preparing for acclaimed Canadian singer/songwriter Ben Caplan
to perform in its historical venue
this evening. Caplan is a diverse
folk-musician, performer and
songwriter from Halifax, Nova
Scotia. He has been described
by CBC Music as,“a charismatic
charmer, smasher of pianos, madman and an earnest poet.”
Caplan’s music is fuelled by a
quality of melodrama and powerful lyricism that has arguably set
Caplan apart from his peers in
the genre. Either solo or backed
by his band, Ben Caplan has captured the attention of music fans
and media across Canada, Australia and throughout Europe.
He is currently touring Canada and the United States to debut
his new full-length album “Birds
With Broken Wings.”
On his band website, Caplan
is described as “rugged, raspy and
roaring with charisma.” Not only
is Caplan commended for his
songwriting and bold voice, but
he also brings a unique blend of
instrumentation to his live performances.
During his live shows, Caplan is supported by upright
bass, drums, Eastern European
inspired strings and occasionally
horns. Caplan himself moves between guitar and piano.
Now, after several years of
nonstop touring and having
played more than 1,000 live

Photo courtesy of Mary Maryanovich

Ben Caplan and his band The Casual Smokers pose for a photo.

shows since the release of his last
album, Caplan will be making his
first appearance in Grand Forks
this evening.
While on tour, Caplan will
be performing with his band
The Casual Smokers. The group
is scheduled to play fifty shows
across the United States and Canada.

Before Caplan and his band
take the stage tonight, Canadian
artist Taryn Kawaja is scheduled
to open. Kawaja is a Nova Scotian classical pop artist who has
been featured on CBC and various morning talk shows.
All students and members of
the community are welcome to
attend this event as it is an all-ag-

es show. If students would like to
attend this event, tickets can be
purchased by calling the Empire
Arts Center at 701-746-5500. All
tickets for the show are $15.
Opening act Taryn Kawaja
is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
and the headliner Ben Caplan is
scheduled to start at 7 p.m. tonight. Further scheduling and

ticket information for the event
can be found on the Empire Art
Center website.

Amanda Hefner is a
features reporter for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
amanda.hefner@my.und.edu

New Netflix drama details infamous kingpin’s life
SHOWREVIEW
“Narcos”

*****

Nick Sallen
The Dakota Student

Netflix’s “Narcos” is more than
just a story about Pablo Escobar,
the wealthiest criminal of all time.
Across 10 episodes the story of Colombia’s largest cocaine trafficker is
told through the eyes of Steve Murphy, a bold young Drug Enforcement
Agency operative assigned to capture
Escobar.
“Narcos” tells its story from a
trajectory we usually don’t see on TV.
Most of our dramas fixate on characters’ psychological makeup and inner
motivations and then go on to dramatize their personal salvation. “Narcos”
focuses instead on how characters’ actions affect those around them. The
scope is global, not personal.
Murphy narrates the show by
introducing major characters and explaining the action. The first episode
resembles a documentary as Murphy
narrates the introductory plot. However the next nine episodes are full of
action with much less narration.
The best part of Murphy’s narration is when he explains how politically corrupt South America used to

Wagner Moura plays the infamous drug kingpin Pablo Escobar in the series “Narcos.”

be. For example, Chile used to be
ruled by Augusto Pinochet, a tyrannical dictator who had Richard Nixon’s
full support in the 70s.
At his peak, Pablo Escobar was
making $60 million a day. He wiped
out half of the Supreme Court justices
of Colombia, demanded the govern-

ment change laws and removed highranking officials he didn’t approve of.
He even tried running for the president of Colombia.
The irony of the U.S.’s war on
drugs becomes apparent in the latter
half of the mini series when newly
elected Colombian president Cesar

Gaviria met with a U.S. ambassador
to discuss American military involvement in Colombia. The ambassador
commented on Gaviria’s country,
stating it was spiraling out of control.
Gaviria responds with pity saying,
“According to the latest study, 660
tons of cocaine was consumed in the

Photo courtesy of fool.com

U.S. last year. Perhaps if your resources were focused at home, we’d all be
better off.”
“Narcos” is not for anyone with
a weak stomach. The violence is raw

narcos: page
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‘Axis Football 2015’ fails to deliver on every level
GAMEREVIEW
“Axis Football 2015”

*****

Alex Bertsch
The Dakota Student
Every so often, I stumble
across a game that I know will
probably disappoint me, but I buy
it anyway in the hopes it will surprise me with just how competent
it actually is. I desperately want the
game to be something that will allow my time with it to be fun, but
more often than not, I am left with
the shattered thoughts of what
could have been.
“Axis Football 2015” enters
stage left.
“Axis Football 2015” is an
American Football game that attempts to be in the vein of Madden, but ends up being more in

the vane of complete dumpster fire.
It’s like the developers made a prototype to test the game’s systems
and just said, “Screw it, put it up
on Steam.”
The graphics are PlayStation
quality, if not a little worse. The
models look flat, and it shows that
no effort was put into the artistic
design of the game. I was expecting
the game to play something like an
early 2000’s version of Madden,
but it ends up being something
worse than any football game I
have ever played.
The main draw of the game,
other than the fact that it is the
only game of its ilk on Steam, is
its “innovative” passing system
that has the player use the mouse
to target where they want to throw
the pass. While I like the idea in
concept, in practice it is a lot like
playing five finger fillet with a rusty
bowie knife you found when you
were cleaning the village outhouse;
messy, and making you hope you’re
up to date on your tetanus shot.

Screenshot by Alex Bertsch/The Dakota Student
The kicking system in the game remains as broken as the passing.

The passing just isn’t fun. Every time I attempt to line up the
cursor in an attempt to catch a
receiver in stride, I end up either
overthrowing the receiver or forcing the receiver stop in order to
catch the pass. It is awful, and it
would be even more insufferable if
it weren’t incredibly forgiving.
It is hard to throw an interception, even on the hardest difficulty
setting, and you will more often
than not end up throwing an incomplete pass.
However, none of that matters
because doing anything other than
handing off the football is stupid.
I never had a run fail to gain less

than 20 yards, and more often than
not, I would score a touchdown.
There was no way to lose after I
figured that out.
The defense wasn’t much different. I took one of the linebackers, blitzed him, and I rarely failed
to get a sack. I racked up more than
15 sacks in every game I played.
But all of these problems could
be forgiven if the game actually felt
good to play. There is no sense of
collision at all. Most of the time
the animations don’t seem to flow
together in the slightest, and it
makes everything feel incredibly
light.
The fact that anyone thought

that this poor excuse for a game
was fine to release on Steam for
$19.99 is asinine. There is no redeeming quality in this game, and I
can’t imagine feeling pride in being
the creator of this game, especially
after I discovered the game has
been released in a very similar quality online in browser for free. It is
simply garbage. 1 out of 5 stars,
and that’s being generous. Enough
said.
Alex Bertsch is the
editor in chief for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu
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CLASSIFIEDS
Red River Valley Gymnastics
and Cheer program offer a variety
of classes for all ages. If you love
the sport, teaching new skills and
are willing to be trained. Apply
for a position within our TEAM
right now!
The Grand Forks Park District is currently taking applications for golf course maintenance,
park workers and maintenance
workers at Choice Health & Fitness. For more information or to
apply online go to gfpark.org or
you may apply in person at the
Grand Forks Park District Office

at 1060 47th Ave South, located
in the ICON Sports Center.
Local moving and storage
company looking for friendly,
hard working people. flexible
scheduling with pay of up to
$16/hour - stop by 4700 DeMers
Ave for an application. Must
have valid drivers license.
University Station Deli is hiring part-time Deli worker Day
and evening shifts available.
Can apply online at www.
universitystation.net or in the
store at 1300 Ralph Engelstad

Arthur’s
Barn Dance

Arthur’s Barn Dance
9pm-1am

Admission $1000
2 miles North of Arthur, ND on #18
967-8912

Arena Dr.
Level 10 and O’Really’s are
now hiring Bartenders, Servers and Security Personnel. Apply in person at 10 N 3rd St,
Downtown Grand Forks. Flexible Hours, Employee Discount,
EOE.
Brick & Barley is now hiring
Servers and Bartenders as well as
Kitchen Crew. Apply in person
at 9 N 3rd St, Downtown Grand
Forks. Flexible Hours, Employee
Discount, EOE.

NARCOS
FROM PAGE

7

and savage, but there are moments
of passion and comedy as well.
Reading the subtitles is necessary
unless you have taken many years
of spanish and know Colombian
slang. My Spanish comprehension is better than most non-native
speakers, yet I was confused for the
first half of the show.
Escobar says he wants to run
for “gobernador” which translates
into english as governor. What I
didn’t know was that “gobernador”
and “presidente” (president) basi-

tuesday October 13, 2015

HOW TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
COST: $7.00 for 50 words or less per issue.
DEADLINE: Classifieds for Tuesday’s paper are due

on Friday at noon. Classifieds for Friday’s paper are due
Wednesday at noon.

FORMAT: No classified ads will be taken over the phone.
They can be dropped off at room 8 in the basement of the
Memorial Union.
PAYMENT: Payment must be paid in full with cash, check
or mailed with payment before a classified will run. Contact
the Dakota Student office at 701-777-2678 with questions.

cally meant the same thing in 70s
Colombia. Now it makes sense why
the “gobernador” had a plethora of
armed guards.
If you love mob movies, you’re
in for a special treat. “Narcos” does
a great job of mixing in real footage
and pictures to the production. The
show is historically accurate with only
a little creative licensing.
Escobar was able to bring a nation of 33 million people to kneel
before him. In “Narcos” it is no different. I was on my knees begging
for more by the end of the show. The
only major flaw is pacing. There are
times where “Narcos” slows down
to one day in a single episode, while

other episodes encompass several
years.
I think the show would’ve benefitted from five more episodes. It
is for that reason alone that “Narcos” does not get a five star review.
It earns four out of five stars, or 80
percent. That’s equal to the percentage of all the cocaine being smuggled into the U.S. by Escobar at the
height of his operation.

Nick Sallen is the opinion editor for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
nicholas.sallen@my.und.edu
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Homecoming Humbling

UND loses to Idaho State after blowing a 16 point lead and a poor no call by referees

Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student

UND quarterback Keaton Studsrud getting sacked by an ISU defender in Saturday’s loss to Idaho State.

Alex Stadnik
The Dakota Student
To lose on homecoming weekend is disappointing.
To lose to a team that UND
was better than is even more disappointing.
But losing after a referee does
not do their job and costs a team
an opportunity to try and win the
game left UND fans with a feeling
of shock and dismay as they filed
out of the Alerus Center on Saturday after the Idaho State Bengals
upset No 25 UND, 37-31.
“We got what we thought we
would today, a four quarter game
and unfortunately, we weren’t on
the right end of the scoreboard,”
UND coach Bubba Schweigert

said. “We had respect for this team
coming in and they won the fourth
quarter and that is what we want
to do and we take a lot of pride in
that and on this day we did not do
that.”
The Bengals came out of the
gates flying as they scored a quick
touchdown and forced a Keaton
Studsrud interception and a Josh
Seibel lost fumble on a punt.
The Green and White weathered the storm though and looked
like the team fans expected to see.
The UND offense rallied behind
quarterback Keaton Studsrud and
running back John Santiago. Studsrud would show poise and maturity on a touchdown pass in which
the sophomore stood in the pocket
with ISU defenders right in his face

to put the Green and White up
7-6. Santiago would add a score as
the true freshman outran the Bengals for his sixth touchdown of the
year.
“I thought that in the first half
we got off to a really poor start,”
Schweigert said. “We had a couple
penalties that hurt us and the turnovers obviously played a big factor
in the first half but we still went in
ahead, so we felt pretty fortunate to
be ahead.”
After a ten point third quarter, things were looking up for the
home team as the Green and White
went into the fourth up 31-15.
That is when the tides drastically started to turn for the Green
and White.
After marching the Green and

White’s offense down into Bengal
territory, Keaton Studsrud was hit
by an ISU defender and appeared
to injure his leg. The underclassman was unable to come back
into the game, thrusting one time
starter Ryan Bartels in for the rest
of the contest.
The game would continue to
spiral from there.
Idaho State’s offense came
alive at the end of the third and
throughout the fourth quarter,
as they were able to move up and
down the field on what is usually a
stout UND defense.
The Bengals rallied off 22
unanswered points on the back of
Idaho State running back Jakori
Ford who rushed for two touchdowns and caught the eventual
game winning touchdown for the
Bengals.
While UND was down 37-31,
there was still time to salvage the
homecoming upset.
Bartels connected with captain
tight end Zach Adler for a 36 yard
pass that put the Green and White
in ISU territory with the clock
ticking down.
After three downs of gaining
only four yards, it was fourth down
and the game was on the line. Bartels aired out a rainbow pass to a
double covered Santiago streaking
towards the end zone.
Idaho State’s defensive back
Anthony Ricks proceeded to blatantly push Santiago in the back
as the ball became catchable and
interfered with the receiver’s ability
to catch the ball, all with his head
not facing towards the ball. The
pass went incomplete as Santiago

and the rest of the 9,000+ fans in
the Alerus Center sat in dismay as
the referees handed the ball over to
ISU.
This was a glaring case of pass
interference but instead the referee
swallowed his whistle and kept the
flag in his pocket, costing UND a
chance at winning the game. Referees are not supposed to affect the
outcome of the game, but by not
making the correct call, the referee’s sealed UND’s fate and the
game was over.
Now let’s make this clear,
UND lost this game through its
poor play in the second half, not
because the referee’s in-action and
the players and coaches will be the
first ones to tell fans that.
“No comment on that play,”
Schweigert said. “We had plenty of
opportunities in the game to make
this a different game so we just
need to move forward.”
The team’s ability to move
forward will be vital for the week
ahead. The Green and White looks
to rebound against Big Sky Conference program Weber State on Saturday in Ogden, Utah.
Alex Stadnik is the sports editor for
The Dakota Student. He can be
reached at student@my.und.edu
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We are looking for
features writers. Come
to our office in the
Union and apply today.
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Leadership from within the net

UND goalie Shelby Amsley-Benzie looks to come back strong in the new hockey season

Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student

UND goalie Shelby Amsley-Benzie accepting an award with her coach Brian Idalski at a recent football game.

Allyson Bento
The Dakota Student
As a spectator, fans think they
know best from the stands. In reality, the best view in the house
would be the one from between
the posts, so who better to predict
what is in store for the women’s
hockey squad than senior goalie,
Shelby Amsley-Benzie.
The senior goaltender has a
lot of experience being a student
athlete in her three years on the

hockey team. Through her experience, her best advice to the incoming freshman athletes is time
management, time management
and time management.
Amsley-Benzie’s season did
not start without speed bumps.
She underwent hip surgery last
season, so patience is key, but she
is looking to rebuild her strength
and be able to produce the best
game she can for the team.
“I’m looking to get back to
where I was last year,” Amsley-

Benzie said. “It’s a process, working to get back into the swing of
things.”
While there may have been
ups and downs in her recovery, the
senior goalie is looking to return
with the rest of her teammates.
“Our defensive core has five
of six players returning from last
year,” Shelby said. “We have a lot
of experience on the back end,
and we have a lot of experience
between the goalies.”
With the veteran skills in

check, the team is also working
towards developing the new talent
this season.
“We have a big freshman class,
so this is an opportunity for the
junior’s to show good leadership
skills,” Amsley-Benzie said. “The
freshmen need to be big contributors to the team.”
So far, so good. The two Finnish freshmen, Anna Kilponen and
Vilma Tanskanen, have tallied two
points each and Minnesota native
Rebekah Kolstad netted one assist

so far this season.
So what does a winning formula for this team look like? They
have the experienced veterans and
the new freshmen talent, but there
is more to this if they are going to
win on a nightly basis.
“Showing up every night, be
strong defensively first,” Shelby
said. “And have the offense build
off of it.”
Amsley-Benzie credits a lot of
the team’s success to the fans, as
the goalie has a travelling cheer
squad wherever the team may
play.
“My mom hasn’t missed a
game of mine in the last 3 years,”
Amsley-Benzie said. “She just
drove down to New York to watch
us play RPI.”
There is always a game that
will be a good fight and bring the
most excitement for the Green
and White and its fans, that being unanimously Minnesota. The
team always looks forward to the
healthy rivalry that the U of M
brings.
“Minnesota, that’s the game
for everyone as our division rivals
it’s a game we all look forward to,”
Amsley-Benzie said.
UND seems to have a grip on
what it takes to be successful and
have the talent and experience on
the bench but it will greatly depend on its senior goaltender to
achieve their main goal.
The women will take a split
series against Bemidji State, starting in Bemidji, MN on Friday,
and bring the series home to the
Ralph on Saturday when the puck
drops at 2:07 pm.

Allyson Bento is a sports writer for
The Dakota Student. She can
be reached at allyson.bento@
my.und.edu

Hockey wins Ice Breaker tournament
Jack Harvey
The Dakota Student
The University of North
Dakota men’s hockey squad was
able to take away a win and a tie
at the Ice Breaker Tournament
in Portland, Maine.
In it’s first game against Lake
Superior State, UND dominated
the first period, outshooting LSS
17-5. However the real statistic
that matters is the shots that
went in, which gave LSS a 2-0
lead after the first.
After rough start, UND
coach Brad Berry called for a
timeout to calm down his team.
“I was nervous a little bit at

Scoreboard

the start, as you could tell, and
it showed,” UND goalie Cam
Johnson said.
“After that timeout I just
regrouped my thoughts and I
calmed down,” Coach Berry
said. “‘Relax, you’re fine.’ The
boys were all on my side so that
really helped build my confidence and I was seeing the puck
well after that.”
After that timeout, Johnson
stepped his game up, stopping
every shot thrown at him to record 24 saves.
Of course, Johnson got by
with a little help from his friends
as UND decided to put the pedal to metal by scoring three un-

answered goals within the first
eight minutes of the second period by freshman Shane Gersich,
junior Keaton Thompson and
sophomore Austin Poganski.
UND didn’t let up in the final period, securing the victory
with two extra goals from senior
Bryn Chyzyk.
“The guys stuck with it,”
said Berry. “They did a good job
of coming back and staying with
the game plan. They dug in and
I’m very proud of them.”
Next up for the Green and
White would be the Maine
Bears. After Friday’s offensive
showing, it was a surprise to see
only one goal record for UND.

That’s not to take away from
Maine because freshman goalie
Rob McGovern made his debut
standing on his head, stopping
44 shots against the 4th ranked
UND squad.
UND’s Chris Wilkie was the
only one to solve McGovern, by
scoring in the second minute of
the second period.
It took Maine only seven
minutes to answer with its own
goal to tie up the game.
After the tying goal, neither
goalie would let the puck in
again, resulting in a tie for the
Green and White.
After the game ended in a
tie, UND wasn’t aware they had

actually won the Ice Breaker
Tournament.
“I don’t think we had any
clue until coach (Berry) brought
the trophy in,” said Wilkie. “But
that’s a big deal for us to win
the tournament and we’re happy
with the result even though we
didn’t get the win tonight.”
Despite the tie, UND remains undefeated to start the
season and looks to keep it that
way in a home and home matchup against Bemidji State this
weekend.
Jack Harvey is a sports writer for
The Dakota Student. He can be
reached at jack.harvey@my.und.
edu

FOOTBALL

M HOCKEY

SOCCER

W HOCKEY

ISU 37 -- UND 31

UND 1 -- MAINE 1

UND 1 -- SUU 1

UND 4 -- MSU 2

